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Abstract 
Several methods have been proposed in recent years to counteract climate change and ocean aci-
dification by removing CO2 from the atmosphere (Carbon Dioxide Removal). The most versatile 
and widely applicable of these methods is enhanced weathering of olivine, which is capable of re-
moving billions of tons of CO2 from the atmosphere at moderate cost compared to the high cost of 
Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS). Despite its disadvantages, CCS is still the favored solution of 
many governments. Many misunderstandings of the potential of enhanced weathering persist. 
This paper addresses some of these misunderstandings, mainly caused by models which ignore 
established facts. 
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1. Introduction 
Each year the Earth emits in the order of 0.5 Gt of CO2, mainly by volcanoes. If all that CO2 remained in the 
atmosphere, it would require little time, geologically speaking, to create an atmosphere dominated by CO2. Ap-
parently there is an efficient process by which it is removed again and safely stored. That process is the wea-
thering of basic silicates, mainly Mg- and Ca-silicates. If we take olivine, for example, the most common miner-
al on Earth, its weathering is as follows: 

2
2 4 2 2 3 4 4Mg SiO 4CO 4H O 2Mg 4HCO 4H SiO .+ −+ + → + +  

The magnesium and calcium bicarbonate solutions that are formed in such reactions are carried by rivers to 
the sea, where corals, shellfish and foraminifera convert them to limestones and dolomites. These are the sus-
tainable CO2 stores of the Earth. This weathering process has kept the CO2 levels of the atmosphere in check 
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during the whole history of the Earth. There have been variations, both in volcanic activity as in the exposure of 
suitable rocks, but the weathering process has a built-in negative feedback system, so the system moves auto-
matically to some state of equilibrium. The negative feedback works are as follows: when the CO2 levels in the 
atmosphere rise, soil solutions become more acidic and weathering becomes more active, so more CO2 is cap-
tured. 

Humankind is now causing a spike in CO2 emissions by burning in a few hundred years the fossil fuels that 
have formed during hundreds of millions of years. Present emission of CO2 far exceeds the normal emission by 
volcanoes, and the weathering process cannot cope with this sudden rise. By increasing the rate of weathering, 
we can achieve a new balance between input and output. Basically this means that we must remove the wea-
thering crust on top of many dunite massifs (dunites are rocks with more than 90% olivine, they occur in many 
countries on all continents). This first step will already reactivate the weathering potential of these massifs, but it 
will be necessary to also mine the olivine in a number of locations, strategically distributed over the globe to 
keep transport lines short to the points of use. After mining, the olivine is milled, and the resulting olivine sand 
is spread over land, beaches and shallow, energetic seas. This is the concept of enhanced weathering, which has 
brought forth a lot of misunderstanding, because most people are unfamiliar with geological processes. Another 
factor is that people working on CCS see other solutions as a threat to their work (and income), so any argument 
is used to show that enhanced weathering does not work. CCS is wrongly called geological storage, because it 
just borrows the storage box from geological formations and has no counterpart in geological processes, whereas 
weathering is the main natural process which takes care of geological storage of CO2 [1]. 

2. Examples of Misunderstanding 
A common misleading statement is that olivine rocks are dangerous because they contain asbestos. The truth is 
that only some olivine massifs contain chrysotile asbestos, but this is rare, and evidently no mining company 
will run the risk of selling asbestos-containing dunites, because they would quickly lose their clients. There are 
plenty of asbestos-free dunite massifs around to choose from. 

A second argument that is often heard is that dunites (or olivine rocks in general) are dangerous because they 
contain high levels of nickel. It is true that these rocks contain more nickel than most other rock-types, but that 
argument doesn’t make these rocks dangerous. From a survey of the geological maps of many countries it can be 
concluded that olivine-rich rocks occupy more than 1 million km2 on Earth. Hundreds of millions of people live 
in these areas already for many generations, they grow their crops, they graze their animals, and they drink its 
water, without any negative consequences.  

A third argument that is often heard is that the weathering of olivine is a very slow process, and that it’s wea-
thering in nature proceeds even slower than under controlled conditions in the laboratory with the exclusion of 
biotic factors. Weathering is indeed a relatively slow process, but olivine is the fastest weathering common sili-
cate, and weathering in nature proceeds much faster than in a sterile laboratory. It is relatively easy to determine 
an average rate of weathering for olivine in large massifs under tropical conditions. If the olivine massif is cov-
ered by 100 meter of laterite (laterite is its weathering residue), which is virtually free of magnesium and silica 
that make up 90% of the dunite [2], this means that 100 meter of laterite represents 1000 meter of weathered du-
nite (and this is a low estimate because it assumes that all the other elements in the dunite have been perfectly 
immobile). Dividing 1000 meter by the radiometric age of the dunite massif gives the average weathering rate 
over several hundred million years. The real rate of weathering when the rock was not yet covered with a thick 
laterite crust must have been higher, because a thick weathering crust diminishes the interaction between the 
fresh rock and the CO2 and water from the atmosphere. Recently weathering rates of up to 2.5 mm/year were 
measured in the mountains of South Island, New Zealand [3]. This high number includes the denudation rate. 
The chemical weathering rate was about 0.8 mm/year, but that is still very high. For the time-averaged weather-
ing rate of several dunite massifs the numbers are in the order of at least 10 to 20 micron per year, whereas un-
der comparable conditions of pH and temperature the rate of weathering in the laboratory is around 1 micron per 
year. This shows the importance of biotic factors like lichens, soil bacteria and mycorrhizal fungi. Higher plants 
live in symbiosis with mycorrhizal fungi that secrete a range of organic acids in which the soil minerals dissolve 
[4]. The liberated mineral nutrients are taken up by the plants that “reward” the fungi by supplying them with 
sugar.  

For the climate, it is not important that the olivine should weather very rapidly. When olivine grains that are 
spread over a field take a few years to weather, that is good enough, it is not necessary to add expensive tech-
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nologies like autoclaves to achieve rapid reaction rates [5].  

3. Misleading Models 
In [6] a detailed description of the potential and the limits of enhanced olivine weathering for CO2 removal is 
presented. Their model, however, does not consider biotic effects. A consequence of this is that their supposed 
limit imposed by silica saturation has no meaning in the real world. Plants, both on land as well as in the water 
need silica, in particular wet grasses (bamboo, rice, sugar cane, reeds) and certain types of plankton (diatoms). 
They gobble up any silica that is around, so associated waters never reach silica saturation, the more so because 
at ambient conditions, quartz does not precipitate and amorphous silica requires much higher silica concentra-
tions before it precipitates. This means in practice, that the solubility of quartz is only a theoretical limit to CO2 
capture by enhanced weathering of olivine, and is irrelevant in nature. This was particularly evident in the min-
ing wastes of a former asbestos mine in British Columbia [7]. Weathering of the serpentinitic mining wastes ra-
pidly produces a range of magnesium carbonate minerals, and the silica- rich water is partly left in the mine pit, 
without leading to silica precipitation. Diatoms, however, thrive in that mine pit lake [8] (Figure 1). This shows 
how dangerous it is to present theoretical models as a realistic picture of a process, when a major factor is not 
taken into account. 

A similar situation is encountered in the model of Hangx and Spiers [9], describing what they see as problems 
when olivine grains are spread on beaches to capture CO2 and counteract ocean acidification. According to them, 
spreading olivine grains on beaches could not work within a reasonable time unless the grains would be milled 
to micron size at very high cost. According to their calculations normal sand-sized olivine would take 700 to 
2100 years to dissolve. They also predict serious problems from the formation of a silica-rich passivating layer 
on the grains that would halt the reaction. If real, these would indeed be serious objections against the olivine 
concept, but fortunately they only hold in an imaginary world, where water does not move, and mineral grains 
stay in a fixed position on the beach for 2100 years, despite surf, waves, currents or storms. The authors have 
overlooked the fact that grains on the beach are continually milled by nature in the surf. This is a fundamental 
flaw of the model, which undermines their conclusions. It would have saved them a lot of work, if they had just 
asked themselves the simple question “Why are Grains on the Beach Rounded?” 

It is, because grains tumble around in the surf, they collide, they abrade each other (Figure 2), resulting in 
myriads of micron sized olivine slivers that weather very fast [10]. So, to answer their objections: 
• Extreme milling of olivine to micron size at high cost is a waste of money and energy. It happens automati-

cally in the surf, which is the largest ball mill on Earth, and is free of charge. 
• The formation of a passivating layer on the olivine grains is impossible, because if such layers would form, 

they would immediately be scraped off in the next wave. 
Although their paper is widely cited, none of the readers, nor the reviewers seem to have noticed the funda-

mental flaw in the model. Apparently, a beautiful model makes people blind for the simple reality. 
 

 
Figure 1. Diatoms from the mine pit lake of a former asbestos mine.        
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Figure 2. Before the experiment, the olivine grit is angular and rough 
(top). After a few days of quiet rotation the grains are rounded and po-
lished (bottom).                                               

 

4. Conclusion 
Lack of understanding of geological processes leads to a number of false assumptions regarding enhanced wea-
thering as a major tool against climate change and ocean acidification. There is a dangerous tendency in science 
to assume that models are the final goal, and to sanctify their results. Many people also seem to be intent to 
show that solutions aimed to solve major problems cannot work. A critical attitude is welcome in science, pro-
vided it goes hand in hand with a sound dose of self-criticism. 
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